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Introduction and Module Objective

The Sustainable Heritage Management Foundation Course is introduced by
UNESCO Bangkok in cooperation with Think City Institute and the Asian
Academy for Heritage Management. It focuses on the ‘Core Competences’
defined under the new “Competence Framework for Cultural Heritage
Management.” Participants are expected to develop capacities to respond
intelligently and effectively to the real-world demands in sustainable heritage
management.
This module will cover the topic of Heritage Education and Interpretation
(HED) as one of the core competencies identified under UNESCO’s recently
published Competence Framework for Sustainable Development.
Module Objective:
Ensuring that local stakeholders, visitors, decision-makers and the wider
public are aware of heritage sites, their purpose and values, and how they
are governed and managed.
Module Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this Module, the participants should be able to:
1. Appraise the importance and concepts applicable in heritage education
and interpretation, as a key aspect of sustainable heritage management.
2. Apply pedagogical and interpretive techniques to prepare educational
and interpretation materials as relevant to convey the heritage values
and management processes.
3. Promote inclusion of diversity and application of technology in
educational and interpretive practices in sites management.
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Teaching Team
Dr. Neel Kamal Chapagain
Associate Professor and Director
Centre for Heritage Management
Ahmedabad University
E-mail: neel.kamal@ahduni.edu.in

Dr Neel Kamal Chapagain is an Associate Professor and the Director of
Centre for Heritage Management, Ahmedabad University. He is an architect
by training and lately focused on heritage management education. He has
played a key role in designing the Masters in Heritage Management
programme at Ahmedabad University, and teaches courses on heritage
discourses, ethics, global heritage frameworks, among others. He has also
been selected as a part of instructors team to develop MOOC course on
Living Heritage for UNESCO. Recently elected to the executive board of the
Association for Critical Heritage Studies (ACHS), he also is on the boards of
Asian Academy of Heritage Management and Asia Pacific Higher Education
Network for safeguarding Intangible Cultural Heritage. His publications
include a co-edited volume on Asian Heritage Management (co-edited with
Dr Kapila Silva, Routledge, 2013), and a publication series on Reflections from
Built Environment and Associated Practices (Tribhuvan University, Nepal).
Prior to joining Ahmedabad University to develop the Masters in Heritage
Management programme, his academic engagements were with University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point as well as University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
from where he received his PhD. He was an Asian Development Bank – Japan
Government Fellow for his studies at the University of Hawaii at Manoa and
the East West Centre, through which he obtained his Architecture Doctorate
and Graduate Certificate in Historic Preservation. He is also an alumnus of
ICCROM as well as Tribhuvan University (B.Arch.), Nepal.
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Dr. Ioannis Poulios
Associate Professor
Centre for Heritage Management
Ahmedabad University
E-mail:
ioannis.poulios@ahduni.edu.in

Dr. Ioannis Poulios is Associate Professor at the Centre for Heritage Management,
Ahmedabad University. Ioannis conducted PhD research in heritage management,
tourism and sustainable development at University College London, and attended
MBA electives in business strategy and management at London Business School.
He has taught at the Hellenic Open University and at the UNESCO annual School on
‘Sustainable Energy Governance in World Heritage Sites’, and has been invited to
present at various universities and conferences in Europe and Asia.
He provides consultancy services to international organization ICCROM, national
and local organizations and private companies on living heritage, business and
sustainable development, and on reconciling development/energy plants to
archaeological sites and local communities.
He has published a series of papers, edited books, and authored the book ‘The Past
in the Present: A Living Heritage Approach – Meteora, Greece’ (open access:
http://dx.doi.org/10.5334/bak).

His

paper

‘Discussing

Strategy

in

Heritage

Conservation: a Living Heritage Approach as an Example of Strategic Innovation’
was selected as the Outstanding Paper in the 2015 Emerald Literati Network Awards
for Excellence. He was also invited –two professionals internationally– to review
Nara+20 Document: paper ‘Gazing at the ‘Blue Ocean’, and Tapping into the Mental
Models of Conservation: Reflections on the Nara+20 Document’.
Ioannis serves as the Vice President of the A.G. Leventis Foundation Scholars
Association.
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Dr Aditya Prakash Kanth
Assistant Professor and
Programme Chair
Centre for Heritage Management
E-mail:
aditya.kanth@ahduni.edu.in

Dr. Aditya Kanth is an Assistant Professor and Programme Chair at the
Centre for Heritage Management at Ahmedabad University. His area of
research is the scientific characterization of art and archaeological objects
and development of conservation methodologies. He teaches courses on
Heritage

Documentation,

Conservation

and

Preservation

Science,

Environment and Climate Change, etc. at the University. He has served
National Museum, New Delhi as senior conservator prior to joining the
university. He has also worked on various conservation and condition
assessment projects across India. He has obtained his Master’s and PhD
degree in Art Conservation from National Museum Institute, New Delhi. He
has received training in art conservation from Tate Gallery London,
University of Applied Arts Vienna, on national and international scholarships.
He has been invited to deliver lectures in various universities and
conservation laboratories across India. He has published in national and
international peer reviewed journals. His research publications can be found
at https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=8s6mAr8AAAAJ&hl=en.
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Vijay Ramchandani
Senior Executive
Centre for Heritage Management
Ahmedabad University
PhD Student,
Central European University
E-mail:
vijay.ramchandani@ahduni.edu.in

Vijay Ramchandani is Senior Executive (Academics and Research Projects)
at the Centre for Heritage Management, Ahmedabad University. He teaches
an undergraduate elective Heritage Concepts & Practices and facilitates the
courses including Indigenous Knowledge Systems, Practicum and Field
Immersion for students of Master of Heritage Management programme at the
University. He is coordinator of the annual International Conference on
Heritage Management Education and Practice, and the Assistant Editor of
Journal of Heritage Management.
Vijay comes with a background of working with the development sector and
community-driven heritage management initiatives. He worked with
Indicorps, a US-based non-profit in Ahmedabad and ran a group Volunteer
Ahmedabad to promote the spirit of volunteerism and civic responsibility
amongst the youth of the city. His areas of interest include Critical Heritage
Studies, Heritage Education and Indigenous Knowledge Systems.
He is a PhD candidate at Central European University, Vienna. His topic is
related to examining the grassroots initiatives in western India to explore the
relationship between prevalent heritage discourse and desired sustainable
development.
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III. Module Format
The module is divided into the following components:
1. Self-learning component
2. Interactive tutorial sessions
The self-learning components consist of lecture videos, curated readings and
quizzes that are accessible via Think City Institute website. Participants must
engage with these materials and complete the tasks required at their own
time and pace before attending the corresponding interactive tutorial
sessions.
The interactive tutorial sessions will be real-time online sessions that will take
place on the specified dates and times (please refer to the detailed course
schedule in the following section). These sessions will recap the content from
the corresponding self-learning component, discuss the participants’
exercises, and reinforce the core concepts of the Module.
This Module explores applicable concepts and techniques related to heritage
education and interpretation for the participants to further their heritage
practices in their home contexts. This includes reflecting on philosophical
and theoretical concepts, examining relevant techniques and methodologies
for heritage education and interpretation, and practicing them within the
participants’ respective sites and countries.
Participants are required to take a pre-session survey before starting Session
A, and undertake reflection exercises after each Sessions. The participants,
during this Module, will also be asked to engage in a group activity on
rethinking/redesigning heritage education and interpretation materials in a
selected heritage site.
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IV. Schedule and Learning Materials
HED Pre-Session Survey
Please use the survey link below to share your
experience and observations on the existing
heritage education and interpretation practices
in your heritage site or country. Watching the
video for Session A1a will give you an idea on
what the Module is about and guide you to fill in
the survey. Completion of this survey is
necessary to continue on from Sessions A1b and
onwards.
Click here to complete the survey.

HED Session A
Key Concepts for Heritage Education and Interpretation for
Sustainable Heritage Management
Self-learning component (released on Friday, February 5, 2021)
A1. Introduction

21mins
(3 mins)
(18
mins)

Neel Kamal
Chapagain

17 mins

Ioannis
Poulios

A3. Conservation and Interpretation

9 mins

Aditya
Prakash Kanth

A4. Principles of Communication

4 mins

Vijay
Ramchandani

A5. Selected Principles on Heritage Education
and Interpretation

24 mins

Neel Kamal
Chapagain

-

A1a: Introduction to the Module
A1b: Overview of Heritage Education
and Interpretation

A2. Approaches to Heritage Education and
Interpretation
-

Conventional / material-based
approach

-

Values-based approach

-

Living heritage approach

-

A5a: Principles for Heritage
Education
A5b: Principles for Heritage
Interpretation

(15
mins)
(9 mins)

Heritage Education and Interpretation (HED)
Required readings
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Related International Charters and Guidelines
1. ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on Interpretation and
Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites icip.icomos.org
2. ICOMOS Charter on the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural
Heritage Sites – 2008:
http://icip.icomos.org/downloads/ICOMOS_Interpretation_Charter_E
NG_04_10_08.pdf
3. ICOMOS Guidelines for Education and Training in the Conservation of
Monuments, Ensembles and Sites (1993) :
https://www.icomos.org/charters/education-e.pdf
4. Interpreting Heritage Places and Items Guidelines (NSW, Australia):
https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/-/media/OEH/CorporateSite/Documents/Heritage/interpreting-heritage-places-and-itemsguidelines.pdf

Resources on Communication
5. World Tourism Organization. 2011. Communicating Heritage: A
Handbook for the Tourism Sector. Madrid: World Tourism
Organization (UNWTO).
https://www.tourism.gov.za/CurrentProjects/PastProjects/Heritagean
dCulture/Heritage%20and%20Culture/Communicating%20Heritage.p
df
6. Communicating World Heritage – A Guide for World Heritage
Information Centres https://www.unesco.de/sites/default/files/201903/A%20Guide%20for%20World%20Heritage%20Information%20Cen
tres_DUK.pdf
7. Communicating Cultural Heritage to the Young Mork, P. (n.d.). Report
from ICOM MPR and ICOM Brasil’s Conference and seminars 2008. 40.
8. Bored of Boards:
https://www.heritagecouncil.ie/content/files/bored_of_boards_1mb.p
df
9. Reffat, Rabee, and Eslam Nofal. Effective Communication with Cultural
Heritage Using Virtual Technologies. ISPRS - International Archives of
the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information
Sciences. Vol. XL-5/W2, 2013. https://doi.org/10.5194/isprsarchivesXL-5-W2-519-2013.
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10. Thorsten Ludwig, The Interpretive Guide 2015: http://www.interpreteurope.net/fileadmin/Documents/projects/HeriQ/the_interpretive_gu
ide_2015_en.pdf
11. Gamini Wijesuriya, recent lecture on World Heritage Interpretation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBYJt4GrDPE
12. National Association for Interpretation (NAI). 2009. Standards and
Practices for Interpretive Methods;
https://www.interpnet.com/docs/BP-Methods-Jan09.pdf
13. National Association for Interpretation (NAI). 2019. Interpretation
Standards - a pathway towards excellence;
https://interpretationstandards.files.wordpress.com/2019/04/standar
ds-2019.pdf
14. National Parks Service Interpretation Development Program:
https://www.nps.gov/idp/interp/theprogram.htm
15. ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on Interpretation and
Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites: http://icip.icomos.org/
Resources on Education
16. Bloom’s Taxonomy: https://www.bloomstaxonomy.net/
17. https://learningportal.iiep.unesco.org/en/issue-briefs/improvelearning/teachers-and-pedagogy/effective-and-appropriatepedagogy
18. Pedagogic tool: Cultural Diversity Lens:
http://www.unesco.org/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HQ/CLT/pdf/Th
e%20Cultural%20Diversity%20Lens_Pedagogical%20guide.pdf
19. UNESCO’s World Heritage Education Programme:
https://whc.unesco.org/en/wheducation

Resources on Approaches to Heritage Education and Interpretation
20.

Conventional /material-based approach:
ICOMOS 1964. The Venice Charter,
www.icomos.org/charters/venice_e.pdf
21. Values-based approach:
ICOMOS Australia 2013 (revised). The Burra Charter: The Australia
ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance,
australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/The-Burra-Charter-2013Adopted-31.10.2013.pdf
de la Torre, M., MacLean, M., Mason, R. & Myers, D. (eds.) 2005.
Heritage Values in Site Management: Four Case Studies. Los Angeles:
The Getty Conservation Institute,
www.getty.edu/conservation/publications_resources/pdf_publication
s/pdf/heritage_values_vl.pdf
• Planning process methodology: The Burra Charter process (see
above), p. 10
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22. Living heritage approach:
ICOMOS New Zealand 2010 (revised). ICOMOS New Zealand Charter
for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value,
https://icomos.org.nz/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/NZ_Charter.pdf
Poulios I. 2014, Discussing Strategy in Heritage Conservation: a Living
Heritage Approach as an Example of Strategic Innovation, Journal of
Cultural Heritage Management and Sustainable Development 4(1), 16–
34, www.academia.edu/9058273
Poulios I. 2014, The Past in the Present: A Living Heritage Approach –
Meteora, Greece. London, Ubiquity Press,
http://dx.doi.org/10.5334/bak
• Planning process methodology: The Past in the Present (see above),
p. 149.
Resources on Conservation and Interpretation
23. Clark, Kate. 2001. “Preserving What Matters. Value-Led Planning for
Cultural Heritage.” The Getty Conservation Institute Newsletter 16 (3):
5–12.
https://www.getty.edu/conservation/publications_resources/newslet
ters/16_3/feature.html
24. Committees, International. 2005. “XI’AN DECLARATION ON THE
CONSERVATION OF THE SETTING OF HERITAGE STRUCTURES,
SITES AND AREAS Adopted in Xi’an, China by the 15 Th General
Assembly of ICOMOS on 21 October 2005,” no. 2003: 1–4.
https://www.icomos.org/charters/xian-declaration.pdf
25. Continenza, Romolo, Fabio Redi, and Ilaria Trizio. 2017. “Heritage
Interpretation: A Tool for Conservation, Protection and Management
of Environmental and Cultural Heritage.” Scires-It 7 (1): 39–44.
https://doi.org/10.2423/i22394303v7n1p39
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324719567_Heritage_inter
pretation_A_tool_for_conservation_protection_and_management_of
_environmental_and_cultural_heritage
26.Kloos, Michael. 2017. “Heritage Impact Assessments as an Advanced
Tool for a Sustainable Management of Cultural UNESCO World
Heritage Sites: From Theory to Practice.” Going Beyond, 335–50.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-57165-2_24 .
27. Lefebvre, Christiane, and Ève Wertheimer. 2006. Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada. Plan
Canada
https://www.historicplaces.ca/media/18072/81468-parks-s+g-engweb2.pdf
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HED Session A: Reflections
Please think of a case that you may have referred
to in the pre-session survey and relate to the
information presented in the sessions so far. Do
you see the principles or ideas introduced in the
session relevant to enhancing the educational
and interpretation practices of your case?
Complete the following survey to capture in what
ways the provided information is useful. To
simplify your reflection, you may consider
choosing a sample of any interpretive material or
an educational component (brochure, heritage
walk, guided tour etc.) that you have worked on
or is practiced at your heritage site.
Click here to complete the reflection form.
The reflection link above closes at 11:00 am BKK
time (10:00 am HK/MY time), Friday, February
12, 2021
Please be mindful of the deadline to allow the
teaching team time to go through and prepare
for the interactive tutorial session.
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HED Interactive tutorial session A
Following activities will be covered during this interactive tutorial session:
-

Review of pre-session survey.
Review of session reflection survey followed by a brief recap of the
fundamental principles and concepts of Session A.

-

Group activity

Participants will be divided into small groups in Zoom breakout rooms for a
group discussion. Each group will be asked to select a heritage site and
come up with a strategy or an action plan to improve the existing heritage
education and interpretation of their selected site. Groups will be preallocated by the Course organizers. This group activity will be continued
until the end of the Module.
Date: Monday, February 15, 2021
Time: 2:00-3:00 pm BKK time
Session link:
https://zoom.us/j/99335800893?pwd=NkZ2T29adkZYTE5VcmswdldPcFc
5Zz09
Meeting ID: 993 3580 0893
Password: 061757
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HED Session B
Processes and Techniques for Heritage Education and
Interpretation
Self-learning component (released on Friday, February 12, 2021)
B1. Issues of Inclusion and Access in Heritage
Education and Interpretation

9 mins

Neel Kamal
Chapagain

B2. Participatory Approach for Heritage
Education and Interpretation

11 mins

Neel Kamal
Chapagain

B3. Technologies useful for Heritage Education
and Interpretation

10 mins

Aditya
Prakash Kanth

B4. Engaging and Collaborative Tools:

10 mins

Ioannis
Poulios

5 mins

Neel Kamal
Chapagain

World Café Method
-

What? - Key characteristics

-

Why? - Areas of application

-

How? Methodology

-

Application in heritage education and
interpretation - Examples

-

Further examples

B5. Group Activity Brief
-

Watch a brief video of Colonial
Williamsburg:
“Colonial Williamsburg Orientation”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rn8GiXvqSy0

-

Introduction of a potential evaluation
framework

Recommended readings
Issues of inclusivity and fair representation
1. Peter Bille Larsen, recent lecture:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgKKDc8FmQQ
Participatory Methods
2. Chapagain, Neel Kamal; 2012. Rethinking participatory process in
heritage conservation: Situating professionals in the process;
Journal of Science and Engineering, vol 1, pp. 43-51; available online:
https://jsce.com.np/files/Volume_1/6_Neel_K_Chapagain.pdf
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Technologies for Heritage Education
3. Boboc, Razvan Gabriel, Mihai Duguleana, Gheorghe Daniel Voinea,
Cristian Cezar Postelnicu, Dorin Mircea Popovici, and Marcello
Carrozzino. 2019. “Mobile Augmented Reality for Cultural Heritage:
Following the Footsteps of Ovid among Different Locations in Europe.”
Sustainability (Switzerland). https://doi.org/10.3390/su11041167
4. Haddad, Naif A. 2014. “Heritage Multimedia and Children
Edutainment: Assessment and Recommendations.” Advances in
Multimedia 2014. https://doi.org/10.1155/2014/579182.
5. Mendoza, Raynel, Silvia Baldiris, and Ramon Fabregat. 2015.
“Framework to Heritage Education Using Emerging Technologies.”
Procedia Computer Science 75 (Vare): 239–49.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.procs.2015.12.244 .
6. Rahaman, Hafizur. 2018. “Digital Heritage Interpretation: A Conceptual
Framework.” Digital Creativity 29 (2–3): 208–34.
https://doi.org/10.1080/14626268.2018.1511602.
7. Zhao, Pei, Sara Sintonen, and Heikki Kynäslahti. 2015. “The Pedagogical
Functions of Arts and Cultural-Heritage Education within Online Art
Galleries and Musuems.” International Journal of Heritage in the Digital
Era 4 (1): 103–20. https://doi.org/10.1260/2047-4970.4.1.103 .
Engaging and Collaborative Techniques
8. World Café method: • What? – Key characteristics:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YG_6iBcyP7w
www.theworldcafe.com
9. Why? – Areas of application:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhFBAni4PuU&t=15s
10. How? – Methodology:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrTKD8NpApY
www.theworldcafe.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Cafe-To-GoRevised.pdf?fbclid=IwAR01T1C0azsUDM7rGuJM3ZnvrFFD536mdB9cqrj3q6QTlb52NF6IGH9-4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YG_6iBcyP7w&fbclid=IwAR3AJ
KTQJi7zDlZk9e97BMn4ztAs1bi4B7VOHAipqOGiMBgUs78X5xgrn94
11. Application in heritage education and interpretation- examples: Anqa:
World Café on Virtual Heritage: ww.carmah.berlin/reflections/autodraft-9
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Smart Accelerators of Cultural Heritage Entrepreneurship (SACHE)
Interreg EU program: www.interregcentral.eu/Content.Node/SACHE.html
UNESCO on worldwide trends in media and culture at Global Media
Forum: https://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-convenes-world-cafeworldwide-trends-media-and-culture-global-media-forum
Reference for Peer or self-evaluation of interpretive practice
12. National Association for Interpretation (NAI). 2009. Standards and
Practices for Interpretive Methods;
https://www.interpnet.com/docs/BP-Methods-Jan09.pdf
HED Session B: Group Activity
As briefed in session B5, participants will work in
small groups on a selected site/case to develop
a strategic plan for developing educational
and/or interpretive material(s)/process(es).
Each group is expected to meet and discuss to
draft their submission document or a sample
material.
In doing this exercise, we expect that you will
refer to the points discussed Session A and B.
You may also refer to the Interpretive Methods
evaluation framework developed by the
National Association for Interpretation (NAI).
An adapted version of this framework will be
used for peer-evaluation in the following
interactive tutorial session.
Please share the outcome of your group
exercise in the shared Google Drive for this
activity.
Link to Google Drive:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1bVPJ8
m-4N3tkrk-wSs9qIFm1prOda3ri?usp=sharing
Response on this exercise should be submitted
by 11:00 am BKK time (10:00am HK/MY
time),Thursday, February 18, 2021.

Link to Google Drive
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HED Session B Interactive tutorial session
This session will begin with a Q&A on the lectures/materials provided so
far, and then move onto groups discussions in Zoom breakout rooms. In
small groups, the participants will be asked to:
-

Peer review other groups’ submitted works
Review the outcomes of their group activity.

Participants can refer to the framework provided by the National
Association for Interpretation (access: Interpretive Methods) in reviewing
the interpretation strategy or sample interpretive materials.
Date: Thursday, February 18, 2021
Time: 2:00-3:00 pm BKK time
Session Link:
https://zoom.us/j/99881336676?pwd=THJGMC9LU05xSVpGcUVCMEdIV
WZnZz09
Meeting ID: 998 8133 6676
Passcode: 645017
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Session C
Processes and Techniques for Heritage Education and
Interpretation - continued
Self-learning component (released on Friday, February 19, 2021)
C1. Designing ‘Experiences’ for the Visitors:
Linking Heritage and Business

10 mins

Ioannis
Poulios

C2. Heritage Walk as an Educational and
Interpretive tool

10 mins

Vijay
Ramchandani

5 mins

Neel Kamal
Chapagain

-

The Ahmedabad Experience

C3. Using Competence Framework for
Designing Education and Capacity Building
Programmes on Heritage Management
Recommended readings

1. The experience model: • Advertising spot addressing international
visitors: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znn3LmP-7Bw
2. Advertising spot addressing local visitors:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vdtTVeV5O4
3. Analysis of the two advertising spots: Poulios I. and Senteri E. 2015,
Branding Athens at a Time of Crisis: A Semiotic Analysis of the
Current Tourism Campaign of the Historic City. In: N. Karachalis and I.
Poulios (eds.), Athens, Modern Capital and Historic City: Challenges
for Heritage Management at Times of Crisis, PHAROS (Netherlands
Institute of Athens), XXI.1, 37–56, www.academia.edu/26736215
4. The experience model methodology in connection to the two
advertising spots: Poulios I., Nastou D. & Kourgiannidis E. 2015,
Bridging the Distance between Heritage Conservation and Business
Management: Heritage as a Customer ‘Experience’ – A Case Study of
the Acropolis Museum in Athens. In: N. Karachalis and I. Poulios (eds.),
Athens, Modern Capital and Historic City: Challenges for Heritage
Management at Times of Crisis, PHAROS (Netherlands Institute of
Athens), 97–122, www.academia.edu/26718849

Heritage Education and Interpretation (HED)
HED Session C: Reflections
How would you further improve your
educational and interpretive strategy/materials
that you had prepared earlier during this
module? Please evaluate the progress of your
group work with reference to the key topics
covered in this module.
The link below has a list of such thematic topics
or principles or tools, with references to which
you can assess your work.
Click here to submit your reflection.
This link closes at 11:00 am BKK time (10:00 am
HK/MY time), Wednesday, February 24, 2021.
Please complete the survey one day before this
session’s interactive tutorial session.
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HED Interactive tutorial session C
This Interactive tutorial session will consist of two parts and will be run
for 1.5 hr in total.
Part 1: HED Interactive tutorial session C (1 hr)
-

Group presentations (5 mins per group)
Q&A
Reflection on key concepts from the Module

This session will begin with presentations (maximum 5 min per group) of
the interpretation strategy or sample educational/ interpretive material
that have been developed through the group activity throughout the
Module. A Q&A session and reflection exercise on key concepts from the
module will follow. It is expected to in a discussion format focusing on
possible ways we could integrate or improve relevant education and
interpretation strategies, which are essential to sustainable heritage
management.
Part 2: Updates on the Capstone Project and the Finale Event (30 mins)
Course organizers will provide a roadmap to successfully completing the
Sustainable Heritage Management Course after the learning components
from the five Modules have come to an end. Participants will be introduced
to the Course assessment procedures and requirements, which includes
submitting the individual Capstone Projects and taking part in the online
Finale Event in April 2021.
Date: Thursday, February 25, 2021
Time: 2:00-3:30 pm BKK time
Session link:
https://zoom.us/j/94273965359?pwd=QWVCMGZQVkZiRWxkWGQvekZ
vL0NTdz09
Meeting ID: 942 7396 5359
Password: 655529

Heritage Education and Interpretation (HED)
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Reading List

Recommended reading
Theme: Communication
Fiske, J. 1990. Introduction to Communication Studies, London
Berger, A. 2010. ‘The Objects of Affection’ – Semiotics and Consumer
Culture, New York.
Theme: Education
World Heritage Education Kit: https://whc.unesco.org/en/educationkit/
Heritage Education in the Social Studies, ERIC digest:
https://www.ericdigests.org/pre-929/heritage.htm
Raynel Mendoza, Silvia Baldiris, Ramon Fabregat, Framework to Heritage
Education Using Emerging Technologies, Procedia Computer Science,
Volume 75, 2015, Pages 239-249, ISSN 1877-0509,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.procs.2015.12.244.
Proceedings of an international seminar on ICH and higher education
(though it is focused on ICH, much of it may be applicable to heritage
education in general as well, please click on pdf button to download the
entire publication in the following link): https://www.unescoichcap.org/publications-archive/aphen-ich-international-seminar-on-ichpedagogy-in-higher-education/
Heritage education through fine art: Potočnik, R. 2017, Effective approaches
to heritage education: Raising awareness through fine art practice,
International Journal of Education through Art 13(3):285-294:
https://doi.org/10.1088/1757-899X/245/6/062002.
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Mahabalipuram (a World Heritage site)

Source: Neel Kamal Chapagain
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Mahabalipuram (a World Heritage site)
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Observations

• Visitors’ engagement?

Source: Neel Kamal Chapagain
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Observations

• Visitors’ engagement?
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What are the issues?
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Is conservation and heritage management complete
without cooperation and participation of a range of
community stakeholders, like the groups of visitors I
observed in my visit to Mahabalipuram?
What seems to be missing in the efforts in this case?
Information
Education?
Awareness?
Appreciation of Heritage Values?
Awareness about efforts to manage the site?

19

Module Objective
•

Ensuring that local stakeholders, visitors, decisionmakers and the wider public are aware of heritage
sites, their purpose and values, and how they are
governed and managed.

20
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Module Objective
Ensuring that local
stakeholders, visitors,
decision-makers and the
wider public are aware of
heritage sites, their
purpose and values, and
how they are governed and
managed.

Communicating Heritage
Values and their
management

To responsible stakeholders
(staff, young
students/professionals,
community members:
EDUCATION

To VISITORS:
INTERPRETATION

PPT Template:
contents option 2

21

Module Learning Outcomes
By the end of this module, you should be able to:
•

•

•

Appraise the importance and concepts applicable in
heritage education and interpretation, as a key aspect of
sustainable heritage management.
Apply pedagogical and interpretive techniques to prepare
educational and interpretation materials as relevant to
convey the heritage values and management processes.
Promote inclusion of diversity and application of
technology in educational and interpretive practices in sites
management.

22
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Pre-Session Survey
To start the module, let’s think about our existing
programmes or initiatives or plans on heritage education and
interpretation:
• In your own work or your site or your organisation; do you
have a formal educational or interpretation components?
• If yes, could you share a brief about such components or
initiatives.
• If you don’t have such heritage education or interpretation
component, do you see the need for it in future? Can you
tell us what could be such activities and how you would
implement them?
• Please complete the pre-session survey on the course
platform before you watch the next recorded lecture.
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Overview of Heritage Education
and Interpretation
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An instance of Heritage Education and Interpretation
• Ahmedabad University
student Gourav Mandloi
(Masters in Heritage
Management) narrating
the heritage values at
Adalaj step well, near
Ahmedabad to a group
of young visitors.

Source: Neel Kamal Chapagain
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Some broader
references to
education and
interpretation
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Contents of this session
•
•

Why Heritage Education and Interpretation?
Education
- Intersections between Heritage and Education

•

Interpretation
- Heritage and Interpretation
- Conservation and Interpretation

•
•

•

Intertwined relationship between Education and
Interpretation
Reference to doctrinal texts
Instances of Heritage Education and Interpretation

5

Why Heritage Education and Interpretation?
•

•

•

Most of our heritages (sites or otherwise) may not be fully
appreciated unless its values are perceived by all stakeholders
including communities, practitioners and visitors, among others.
Understanding and communicating values may be done either as
an educational and awareness activity, OR by illustrating or
demonstrating the values by some other means.
For example – Adalaj step well, in Ahmedabad, may not be
understood for its richness in terms of water management
systems, art and architecture and historical legacy by all the
visitors unless there is an explicit effort made to make them
aware of it.

6
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Intersections of Heritage and Education

Source: UNESCO
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Intersections of Heritage and Education
•

Heritage as Education

•

Education as Heritage (OR Heritage of Education)

•

Heritage for Education

•

Education for Heritage Practitioners/Practices

•

Education about Heritage (Awareness)

8
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Primary Interest
• Education about
Heritage, and Heritage as
Educational Resource
can be done through
INTERPRETATION.
• Interpretation is a key
competency that needs
to be emphasized on
‘Education for Heritage
Practice’.

Education
about Heritage

Heritage as
Educational
Resource

Education for
Heritage
Practice

9

Heritage
for
Education

Education
for
Heritage

10
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Heritage as Educational Resource
•

Contexts-based educational framework
- Selected heritage examples as content in the educational resources.
- Heritage as an opportunity to illustrate certain concepts in the
educational process.

•

Contexts-driven pedagogy
- Heritage as an opportunity to anchor active pedagogy on any regular
teaching, i.e. arts, science, mathematics, and so on.

•

Public awareness about heritage
- Heritage-based organisations (such as museums and protected sites)to
offer educational programmes.

11

Education for Heritage Sector
•

Education for Heritage Profession
- Practitioners like artisans/craftspeople; and
- Professionals to be prepared to work in heritage sector

•

Education for Supporting Ecosystem / Stakeholders
•

Orientation and awareness / capacity building programmes
to various stakeholders

•

Education for General Public (Awareness about Heritage)

12
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Varieties of Heritage Education Programmes
•

Engaging Youth and Children: for example – INTACH’s Young INTACH programme

•

University Programmes – for example – Ahmedabad University’s Masters in Heritage
Management

•

UNESCO Chairs on specific areas of heritage

•

Workshops – stand alone interactive and hands-on programmes on specific skills building

•

Field-Schools – exploratory and experiential programmes

•

Capacity Building Programmes – ICCROM and others

•

Visitors or Information Centre: building general awareness

•

Docent: Education and awareness through interpretation and guidance

•

Sites-based education – responding to school curricula

•

Extra-curricular activity

13
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Intersections of Heritage and Interpretation

Source: UNESCO
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Dictionary meaning of Interpretation
Cambridge online dictionary
•
•

An explanation or opinion of what something means.
A particular way of performing a piece of music, a part in a play, etc.

Collins online dictionary
1. The act or process of interpreting or explaining; elucidation
2. The result of interpreting; an explanation
3. A particular view of an artistic work, esp as expressed by stylistic individuality in its
performance
4. Explanation, as of the environment, a historical site, etc, provided by the use of original
objects, personal experience, visual display material, etc
5. Logic
an allocation of significance to the terms of a purely formal system, by specifying ranges
for the variables, denotations for the individual constants, etc; a function from the formal
language to such elements of a possible world

18
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Heritage and Interpretation
•

Something is perceived as heritage because its values are
interpreted to be of some importance or significance.

•

Heritage conservation and management essentially is about
interpreting its values, and ensuring that those values are
communicated to others including future generation.

•

In heritage management processes, interpretation is a key
strategy to ensure that its values and ways of maintaining
the values are recognized and adhered by all stakeholders.

19

Definitions of Heritage Interpretation
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Heritage Interpretation is…
•
•

•
•

•

Not just telling the facts of certain heritage.
Telling the facts of certain heritage with necessary and
relevant connections made to the
audience/visitor/stakeholders.
Better offered as customized and connected narrative.
A skillful and planned activity which keeps the
audience/visitor at the centre and connects all
necessary information to the audience’s attention and
engagement with the heritage site.
A key ingredient of successful heritage management
plan or process.

21

Types of Heritage Interpretation
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual static Interpretation – signs, labels
Electronic Audio-visual static interpretation – digitally
powered signs, labels or associated audio or audio-visual
installations
Interactive in-situ media
In-person narratives in-situ
Guided tours
Audio tours
Heritage Walks
Interactive informative engagements
In-person in-situ enactment
Virtual / online interpretation

22
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Heritage Education & Heritage Interpretation
•
•

•
•
•
•

Heritage education is also an interpretation activity, but it
includes more information than an interpretation.
Heritage interpretation is also an educational activity as it makes
the audience aware of heritage site, its values and sometimes
about management needs and processes.
Communication is a key activity in both education and
interpretation.
Both Heritage education and interpretation is better done by
keeping the audience (students or visitors) at the centre.
A good heritage management plan includes participatory
approaches on heritage education and interpretation.
Both heritage education and interpretation should be
periodically evaluated and updated.

23

What does doctrinal texts say about HED?
•

Most of the charters and conventions have an article on
education and/or interpretation, i.e.

24
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Special Charter on Interpretation

Please be clean and concise with your contents pages
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International Committee

Please be clean and concise with your contents pages
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UNESCO Category 2 Centres on Interpretation
Coming up soon:
International Center for the
Interpretation and Presentation of World Heritage Sites
Republic of Korea

32
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However,
• …some heritage can speak
for itself and one option is
always to use no
interpretation at all. There
are also major dangers of
interpretation slipping into
indoctrination, especially
within the interpretation of
landscape and nature. This
can only be countered by a
moral stance of honest
dealing. (p.245)
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Approaches to Heritage Education
and Interpretation

Source: UNESCO
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Structure
1. Conventional / material-based approach
2. Values-based approach
3. Living heritage approach

3

Conventional/material-based approach
18-19th century
1964. Venice Charter
1972. World Heritage Convention

Aim: preservation of the past
attachment to material (authenticity)

4
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Material-based approach

protecting

conservation
professionals

SITE

5

What: Material
historic, archaeological, scientific value
Who: governments and conservation professionals
/ ‘experts’
(no local community)

6
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Source: Ioannis Poulios

7

How / planning process methodology
Excavation →
Documentation (survey; historical study;
assessment of current condition of material) →
Restoration (preservation) →
Making the monument accessible to the public

8
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Concerns
- By (Western) cultures that had lost their original
connection with sites
- Imposed upon (non-Western) cultures
local communities dislocated; traditional
knowledge systems interrupted

→ Approach: Out-of-date
9

Values-based approach
1990s: Global Strategy, Nara Document on Authenticity,
cultural landscapes, Burra Charter, updated Operational
Guidelines:
non-Western communities and traditional knowledge
systems
2002. Budapest Declaration: sustainable development

Aim: Embracing all stakeholders (values) equally
10
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Values-based approach
conservation
professionals

using

protecting

stakeholder group A

stakeholder group B

SITE

stakeholder group E

local community

stakeholder group D

11

What: Values (legitimate interest)
associated to material: historic, archaeological, scientific
+ associated to intangible expressions: social, religious
Who: governments and conservation professionals / ‘experts’
(associated to material)
+ local, religious communities (associated to intangible)
→ subjectivity and equity of stakeholders (and values)– a
‘democratic’ approach

12
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How / planning process methodology:
The Burra Charter 2013 process

13

14
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Uluru, Australia

15

Chaco Culture National Historical Park
in New Mexico, US

16
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Concerns
-Equity of stakeholders/ values: theoretically debased
and practically impossible
-In case of (unavoidable) conflict: No sufficient criteria to
set priorities

-A lot depends on who is doing the assessment:
increased power of conservation professionals →
emphasis on material
-Local community: treated as all stakeholders: →
diminished role
17

Living heritage approach
New Zealand ICOMOS
National and local organizations in India, Nepal,
Thailand, Sri Lanka, Mexico, Nigeria, Greece…:
community connection with heritage (continuity –
core community): criteria

18
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2.
Continuity
of space

1. Continuity
of original
function

3. Continuity of
community’s
care of heritage

4. Continuity
of
community’s
presence in
heritage

19

Aims:
safeguarding community connection with
heritage (protection of material as a result)
supporting the continual creation of heritage
(evolution of material as a result)

20
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Living heritage approach

community B

SITE

living

using

protecting

community A

+
CORE COMMUNITY

community D

community C

conservation professionals

21

What: Community connection with heritage (continuity)
associated to material and intangible expressions
Who: core community (associated to intangible)
supported by conservation professionals and other
community groups (associated to material)
→ emphasis on core community (no subjectivity and equity
of community groups)- ‘hierarchical’ approach
→ no unlimited power of the core community (continuity)

22
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How / planning process methodology:
Poulios I. 2014, The Past in the Present…,
p. 149

23
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Srirangam Temple, India

Source: Ioannis Poulios
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Meteora Monasteries, Greece

Source: Ioannis Poulios
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Source: Ioannis Poulios
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Source: Ioannis Poulios
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Concerns
-Community’s connection with heritage: Balancing
continuity + evolution

-Emphasizing core community + embracing other
community groups
→ support + control of continual creation of
heritage

29

REFERENCES (open access)
Material-based approach
ICOMOS 1964. The Venice Charter,
www.icomos.org/charters/venice_e.pdf
Values-based approach
ICOMOS Australia 2013 (revised). The Burra Charter: The Australia
ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance,
australia.icomos.org/wp-content/uploads/The-Burra-Charter2013-Adopted-31.10.2013.pdf
de la Torre, M., MacLean, M., Mason, R. & Myers, D. (eds.) 2005.
Heritage Values in Site Management: Four Case Studies. Los
Angeles: The Getty Conservation Institute,
www.getty.edu/conservation/publications_resources/pdf_public
ations/pdf/heritage_values_vl.pdf
30
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Living heritage approach
ICOMOS New Zealand 2010 (revised). ICOMOS New Zealand
Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Heritage Value,
https://icomos.org.nz/wpcontent/uploads/2020/12/NZ_Charter.pdf
Poulios I. 2014, Discussing Strategy in Heritage Conservation: a
Living Heritage Approach as an Example of Strategic
Innovation, Journal of Cultural Heritage Management and
Sustainable Development 4(1), 16–34,
www.academia.edu/9058273
Poulios I. 2014, The Past in the Present: A Living Heritage Approach
– Meteora, Greece. London, Ubiquity Press,
http://dx.doi.org/10.5334/bak
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Conservation and Interpretation

“The engagement of community member in
the participatory conservation process of
cultural heritage represents an
interdisciplinary and blended approach of
social science, art & scientific research work.”
Spiridon-Ursu Petronela

3

Understanding
• Understanding a historic place is an essential first step to
good conservation practice.
• This is normally achieved through research and
investigation.
Standards and Guidelines
for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada

4
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Authenticity
Authenticity is defined in the Conservation
Principles as ‘those characteristics that most
truthfully reflect and embody the cultural
heritage values of a place, following the Nara
Document on Authenticity (ICOMOS Japan,
1994)’.
The process of conservation cannot sustain
heritage values unless it has due regard for the
authenticity of the place or building.
This definition recognises that authenticity can
be related to, for example, design (especially
for recent buildings) and function (for example,
a place of worship, or an engineering
structure), as well as the evidential and
historical values of inherited fabric, but
nonetheless suggests that change should be
detectable, at however subtle a level.

Evidential value: The atmospheric powerpress room in a workshop in Vyse Street, in
the heart of Birmingham’s Jewelry Quarter,
captures the emotive power of past human
activity. It is above all a primary source of
information about how jewelry and small
metalwork were made.
(Source: English Heritage)

https://www.buildingconservation.com/articles/conservation/conservation.htm

5

Visual Reconstruction

• Visual reconstructions, whether by artists, architects, or
computer modelers, are based upon detailed and systematic
analysis of environmental, archaeological, architectural, and
historical data, including analysis of written, oral and iconographic
sources, and photography.

6
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Minimal intervention

(Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada)

Changing attitudes: English Heritage
oversaw the conservation and regeneration
of derelict 18th-century houses that infill the
ruins of the West Front, Bury St Edmunds
Abbey, which the Ministry of Works had
once proposed stripping away.
(https://www.buildingconservation.com/articles/con
servation/conservation.htm)

Left: North façade window prior to rehabilitation
showing eroded mortar joints, cracking due to
frost action within the wet wall, and delamination
of the sandstone sill.
Right: North façade window, after replacement
with new wood units and repointing mortar joints
and replacing damaged bricks with salvaged
historic brick matching the original. The
replacement sandstone sill reproduces the rockfaced appearance of the original unit but
introduces a slope to improve drainage.

7

Conservation Management Plan
The Parthenon on the Acropolis and a view of
the Acropolis itself, surrounded by urban
development and the haze of air pollution.
Managing the archaeological heritage of
Athens—which includes 57 sites—is a particular
challenge, given its location in the heart of a
large city. A major program for restoration on
the Acropolis has been under way since the
1970s; in addition, the government is creating
an archaeological park that will link the major
ancient sites in a vast pedestrian network,
closed to all vehicles but public transport.
Photos: Guillermo Aldana.

https://www.getty.edu/conservation/publications_resources/newsletters/16_3/feature3.html
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Preserving What Matters: Value-Led Planning for Cultural Heritage Sites
St. Mary's in Wotton-under-Edge,
Gloucestershire, England. English
parish churches like St. Mary's—often
among the oldest buildings in a
community—are not only significant
architecturally but are also
important as places of active
worship that provide a sense of
continuity for a community. An
understanding of both the historic
and societal value of such buildings
is essential for effective conservation
management planning.
Photo: Kate Clark
https://www.getty.edu/conservation/publications_resources/newsletters/16_3/feature3.html

9

Monitoring the Changes
Monitoring defines approaches and actions to appreciate
and measure as well as prevent or remedy decay, loss of si
gnificance or trivialization and propose improvement in co
nservation, management and interpretation practices.

https://www.icomos.org/charters/xian-declaration.pdf

10
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Conflicting Values
Robben Island, near Cape Town, South
Africa. Although best known as the former
site of a maximum security prison for antiapartheid activists, including Nelson
Mandela, Robben Island is also a significant
wildlife habitat, home to over 70 species of
birds, including African penguins that have
recently reestablished breeding on the
island. The challenge for conservation
professionals lies in managing the site in a
way that addresses equally the island's
natural and cultural values.
Photo:
AFP Photo/Andrew Ingram-Cape Argus

https://www.getty.edu/conservation/publications_resources/newsletters/16_3/feature3.html
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Principles of Communication

Source: UNESCO
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Contents of this session
•
•

The Basics of Communication
Communicating Heritage

3

The Basics of Communication

Basic Understanding Of
Communication Skills –
Science Reckoner
(gmands.com)

4

2
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The Basics of Communication
Types of Communication
(based on communication channels):

5

The Basics of Communication
7 Cs of Communication:
•

Clear

•

Concise

•

Concrete

•

Correct

•

Coherent

•

Complete

•

Courteous

6
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Communicating Heritage
Communicating Heritage in various forms:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Guided Heritage Walks and Tours
Audio- visual installations
Signages and Displays (Static and Dynamic)
Informative Brochures, Posters, banners, etc.
Interactive Maps
Virtual tours

7

Communicating Heritage
Goals
• Communicate facts, heritage values and significance of the
site.
• Facilitate effective interpretation
• Generate awareness among all the key stakeholders
• Educate the future generation
• Encourage active engagement of the stakeholders

8
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Communicating Heritage
Formulating Communication Strategy:
A communication strategy is developed to raise awareness and
understanding of the project or a site. In particular, how you intend
to manage and communicate the key content to identified
stakeholders and the target audiences.

9

Communicating Heritage
Assessment of Communication Strategy:
• Is the purpose of communication material clearly defined?
• Is the target audience clearly defined?
• Are the cultural aspects of target audiences considered?
• Is there a participation of key stakeholders in designing of the
communication materials?
• Is the material accessible to all the target audiences and key
stakeholders?
• Is the content factually correct?
• Is the narrative non-biased and inclusive?
• Is the material using universally accepted signs and symbols?
• Is the narrative consistent throughout different mediums used?

10
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References
•

World Tourism Organization. 2011. Communicating Heritage: A Handbook for the
Tourism Sector. Madrid: World Tourism Organization (UNWTO).
https://www.tourism.gov.za/CurrentProjects/PastProjects/HeritageandCulture/Heritag
e%20and%20Culture/Communicating%20Heritage.pdf

•

Communicating World Heritage – A Guide for World Heritage Information Centres
https://www.unesco.de/sites/default/files/201903/A%20Guide%20for%20World%20Heritage%20Information%20Centres_DUK.pdf
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Principles for Heritage Education

Source: UNESCO
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Why Heritage Education?
•
•

•

Education as a multi-purpose tool
Education to prepare skilled manpower for
conservation and heritage management at different
levels
Education as a part of interpretation and public
engagement process

3

Key Phases of Heritage Education
•
•
•
•

Content generation: Research/facts/information
Connecting to the learner: Interpretation of content
Pedagogy: How to enable learning
Achieving higher goals:
- heritage awareness and ultimately contributing towards
heritage management
- Preparing competent heritage professionals
- Building capacities of professionals and organisations as
necessary

•

Evaluation, feedback and reflections

4

2
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ICOMOS Charter on Education and Training

5

Broader Framework: Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)
• Add text

•
•
Please be clean and concise with
your contents pages

Add graphics here.
Please use captions:
Sample

This is a sample cation. Please keep it short.
(Gotham, font size 20)
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Broader Framework: ESD
• Education for
Sustainable
Development
envisions 4 priority
action areas.

•
•

Add graphics here.
Please use captions:
Sample

This is a sample cation. Please keep it short.
(Gotham, font size 20)

https://en.unesco.org/themes/education-sustainable-development/toolbox

7

Broader Framework: ESD
• “education that is
concerned with
transforming
today’s society, so
as to achieve
sustainable
societies in the
future”, (p.17)

https://en.unesco.org/themes/education-sustainable-development/toolbox
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Broader Framework: ESD
• ESD “reorients
existing
educational
programmes
towards
sustainability” by
“rethinking what is
taught and how it is
taught”, (p. 17).
https://en.unesco.org/themes/education-sustainable-development/toolbox

9

Broader Framework: ESD
• involves “the
formation of values,
skills, attitudes, and
behaviours that
prepare learners to
anticipate, think
critically, and tackle
and resolve problems
relating to
sustainability” (p. 17).

•
•

Add graphics here.
Please use captions:
Sample

This is a sample cation. Please keep it short.
(Gotham, font size 20)

https://en.unesco.org/themes/education-sustainable-development/toolbox
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Four Dimensions of
Implementing
Qualification Framework
as Subject Level
Student selection
and learning support
services
Academic
curriculum planning,
design, delivery, and
assessment
Continuous quality
improvement for
student success

Academic staff and
programme
management

11

Competence-driven Education

12
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Pedagogical approaches
•

Teacher-centered pedagogy

•

Learner-centered pedagogy

•

Learning-centered pedagogy

•

“Learning-centered pedagogy” … acknowledges both learnercentred and teacher-centred pedagogy can be effective, but
teachers must consider the local context, including the number
of students in the class, the physical environment, the availability
of teaching and learning materials, etc…teachers should be
flexible and carefully adapt their pedagogical approaches based
upon the school environment…

(https://learningportal.iiep.unesco.org/en/issue-briefs/improve-learning/teachers-and-pedagogy/effective-andappropriate-pedagogy )

13

Pedagogical approaches

14
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Learner /
Learning Centered Approach
• Seminar report by a
commission in the US in
the 1960s, headed by
Bloom
• Widely used worldwide in
conceptualising teaching,
learning and assessment
systems
• Emphasis on ‘action
verbs’ for learning
outcomes

15

Bloom’s Taxonomy
• Higher Levels of Learning
From basic memorizing
to creating
16
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https://www.apu.edu/live_data/files/333/blooms_taxonomy_action_verbs.pdf

17

18
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By K. Aainsqatsi - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=4000460

19

Jessica Shabatura: https://tips.uark.edu/using-blooms-taxonomy/

20
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Smart Learning Outcomes
•

Specific

•

Measurable

•

Achievable

•

Relevant

•

Time-bound

21

KSA framework
•

Knowledge

•

Skills

•

Attitudes

UNESCO Competence Framework for Cultural Heritage Management, page 18

22
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Learning Outcomes for this Module
By the end of this module, you should be able to:
•

•

•

Appraise the importance and concepts applicable in
heritage education and interpretation, as a key aspect of
sustainable heritage management.
Apply pedagogical and interpretive techniques to prepare
educational and interpretation materials as relevant to
convey the heritage values and management processes..
Promote inclusion of diversity and application of
technology in educational and interpretive practices in sites
management.

23

Overall Framework for
Educational Programme Development
• Educational programmes
should be done to meet
specific strategic objective,
and should follow a learning
process following SMART
learning outcomes.

24
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Four Dimensions of
Implementing
Qualification Framework
as Subject Level
Student selection
and learning
support services
Academic
curriculum
planning, design,
delivery, and
assessment
Continuous
quality
improvement for
student success

Academic staff
and programme
management

25

Competence-driven Education

26
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Principles for Heritage Interpretation

Source: UNESCO
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Interpretation as Foundation
•

•

Any heritage (site or objects) is recognized as such due
to its values, which are not intrinsic, but something
socially/culturally constructed. Therefore, articulation,
communication and preservation of values is a key
process in heritage management.
Hence, Interpretation forms a foundational principle
and process to heritage management.

3

Interpretation in Heritage Management
•

Interpretation
as integral Part
of overall
heritage
management

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=OBYJt4GrDPE

4
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Interpretation in Heritage Management
•

Interpretation to
be guided and
shaped by a
comprehensive
understanding of
heritage places
and all principles
and processes of
heritage
management.

5

ICOMOS Charter on Heritage Interpretation
•

Seven Principles of Heritage Interpretation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Access and Understanding
Information Sources
Setting and Context
Authenticity
Sustainability
Inclusiveness
Research, Training and Evaluation

6
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ICOMOS Charter on Heritage Interpretation
•

Principle 1: Access and Understanding

Interpretation and presentation programmes should
facilitate physical and intellectual access by the public to
cultural heritage sites.

7

ICOMOS Charter on Heritage Interpretation
•

Principle 2: Information Sources

Interpretation and presentation should be based on
evidence gathered through accepted scientific and
scholarly methods as well as from living cultural
traditions.

8
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ICOMOS Charter on Heritage Interpretation
•

Principle 3: Setting and Context

The Interpretation and Presentation of cultural heritage
sites should relate to their wider social, cultural, historical,
and natural contexts and settings.

9

ICOMOS Charter on Heritage Interpretation
•

Principle 4: Authenticity

The Interpretation and presentation of cultural heritage
sites must respect the basic tenets of authenticity in the
spirit of the Nara Document (1994).

10
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ICOMOS Charter on Heritage Interpretation
•

Principle 5: Sustainability

The interpretation plan for a cultural heritage site must be sensitive to
its natural and cultural environment, with social, financial, and
environmental sustainability among its central goals.

11

ICOMOS Charter on Heritage Interpretation
•

Principle 6: Inclusiveness

The Interpretation and Presentation of cultural heritage
sites must be the result of meaningful collaboration
between heritage professionals, host and associated
communities, and other stakeholders.

12
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ICOMOS Charter on Heritage Interpretation
•

Principle 7: Research, Training and Evaluation

Continuing research, training, and evaluation are essential
components of the interpretation of a cultural heritage
site.

13

Freeman Tilden’s
Six Principles
Visitors’ interest
Information
Story or Narrative
Provocation (NOT
instruction)
• Toward a perfect whole
• Customised to different
age groups
•
•
•
•

14
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Beck and Cable’s Fifteen Principles
1. Spark
2. Revelation
3. Story
4. Provocation
5. Wholeness
6. Targeted Programs
7. Personalizing the Past
8. Illumination through Technology
9. Precision
10. Professionalism
11. Interpretive Writing
12. Relationship
13. Beauty
14. Joy
15. Passion

Earlier version:
Beck, L, Cable,T. (1998) Interpretation for the 21st
Century: Fifteen guiding principles for interpreting nature
and culture. Sagamore Publishing, ISBN 1-57167-133-1

15

A Guideline from Australia
(NSW)

• 12 Ingredients for best
practice in interpretation

16
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Ingredients for best practice in interpretation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Interpretation, People and Culture
Heritage Significance and Site Analysis
Records and Research
Audiences
Themes
Engaging the audiences
Context
Authenticity, Ambience and Sustainability
Conservation Planning and Works
Maintenance, Evaluation and Review
Skills and Knowledge
Collaboration

17

Some tips from EU Course Manual
• Good resource to
connect interpretation to
the disciplines of
psychology,
communications, design
and education.

18
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19

20
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21

22
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23

Key questions from ICIP (ICOMOS International Scientific Committee
on Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites)
• Through which channels do people learn about cultural
heritage resources?
• How do they experience and understand a visit to a
monument or site?
• What messages, information of values are they seeking?
• To what extent are they the same as the messages,
information, and values that the formulations of public
interpretation programs seek to convey?
• How can interpretive techniques or technologies help foster
informed public opinion about ongoing conservation efforts?
• Can they help stimulate constructive public discussion about
the value and significance of cultural patrimony?
24
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Issues of Inclusion and Access
in Heritage Education and Interpretation

Source: UNESCO
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Some critical questionson
educational and interpretative practices
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Is the educational or interpretive material privileging a certain
viewpoint over others?
While some stories are being recognised, are some other voices being
silenced?
Who decides what to communicate and to whom?
Are the audience or visitors passive listeners or are they active
collaborators? What about other stakeholders like communities
around a heritage site?
Are we careful about human rights and cultural rights while promoting
a certain interpretation?
Do interpretive materials or educational materials change over time?
Do they need to be revised and updated?
Do we need to consider issues of inclusiveness and fair access while
creating, and promoting educational and interpretive materials?

3

Why consider issues of inclusivity?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In the context of the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs)
In the context of gender equality
To ensure social inclusivity
To provide equal access to heritage resources
To be compatible with human rights instruments
To respect cultural rights
To ensure participation of all in heritage governance,
To share benefits to all rights/stake holders in heritage
management processes
To support in crisis management and conflict resolutions….

4
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In the context of the SDGs
•

•

•

•

HERITAGE AS AN ENABLER OF SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT.
HOLISTIC HERITAGE MANAGEMENT IS A WAY TO
ACHIEVE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.
PEOPLE-CENTRIC HERITAGE DISCOURSE AND
PARTICIPATORY HERITAGE MANAGEMENT CAN
HELP ACHIEVE THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
GOALS.
An inclusive interpretive practice can help us achieve
the above scope.

5

Directly related SDGs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3
4
5
8
10
11
16
17

6
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Context of SDGs

•
•

Add graphics here.
Please use captions:
Sample

This is a sample cation. Please keep it short.
(Gotham, font size 20)

7

Context of SDGs

•
•

Add graphics here.
Please use captions:
Sample

This is a sample cation. Please keep it short.
(Gotham, font size 20)
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Context of Gender equality
•

•

•

•

Many historic and traditional or even cultural narratives
may be gender-biased.
It is important to improve upon such narratives to make
it gender-balanced or at least suggestive of
participation of all genders where appropriate.
By addressing gender issues in interpretation, we are
provoking a timely social consideration.
This will help in facilitating participation of all genders.

9

Context of social inclusivity
•

•

Heritage interpretation need not limit itself to historic
short-comings or short-sightedness that may have
been present in any heritage site or phenomenon.
An interpretation to point out unequal social inclusion
in any heritage narrative, and instead suggesting an
inclusive future may be appealing to young generation
while also ensuring participation of all social groups.

10
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Context of equal access
•

The content of heritage interpretation should not come from
only one segment of society, instead it should facilitate having
multiple voices in heritage narrative.

•

The interpretation should also be welcoming to underrepresented segments of our society.

•

Equal access should be aimed from the content generation, to
creating the narratives, and engaging with such narrative.

•

Providing equal access should be done with highest respect and
dignity to those getting access, and NOT as a gesture of
someone’s kindness or mercy.

•

It is connected to human rights and SDGs as well.

11

Context of human rights
•

•

Many of the cultural conventions are automatically
governed by the instruments of human rights.
Hence, cultural heritage interpretation must comply to
the human rights issues in its narrative, presentation
and engagement.

12
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Context of cultural rights
•

•

In some cases, cultural rights are different than human
rights.
Depending on the cultural context of a heritage being
interpreted, the respective cultural rights must also be
respected.

13

Context of benefit-sharing
•

•

When applicable, heritage interpretation should ensure
the sharing of any benefits from heritage interpretation
to all concerned stakeholders.
This is particularly important in heritage tourism related
activities.

14
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Context of participation in heritage governance
•

•

•

Heritage interpretation should invite participation of all
stakeholders and rights holders in heritage governance
at all levels,
Heritage interpretation should also emphasise and
spread the message of everyone's shared responsibility
towards heritage management.
For all the above aspects of inclusive interpretation, a
participatory and collaborative approach of
interpretation seem like a good idea. This will be the
focus of our next session.

15

Context of crisis, conflicts and ‘Difficult Heritage’
•
•
•

•

Heritage interpretation is not always an easy task,
particularly at the times of crisis and conflicts.
Heritage interpretation is complicated while we are
dealing with ‘difficult heritage’.
A sensitive interpretation can highlight resilience in
culture during the times of crisis, it can support conflict
resolution measures by emphasizing on positive
aspects of culture and heritage,
While interpreting ‘difficult heritage’, a socially inclusive
approach to interpretation is a must.

16
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What can inclusive heritage interpretation do?
•
•
•
•

•

•

Highlight the potential sources of resilience during crisis.
Offer opportunities of reconciliation during conflicts.
Draw attention of relevant agencies where needed.
Facilitate participatory processes and general engagement
of public in heritage management processes.
Infer useful insights from general public to heritage
practitioners in various aspects of heritage designation,
conservation and management.
Contribute in meaningful and engaging educational,
awareness and outreach activities about heritage
management.

17

Heritage Interpretation’s potential

• Growing exploration of
heritage interpretation as a
tool for social justice,
sustainable development.

18
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Participatory Approach for
Heritage Education and Interpretation

Source: UNESCO
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What is ‘Participation’?
• Is it a new approach?
“Although the idea of participation in building and planning can be
traced to preliterate societies, community participation is of more
recent origin. It is commonly associated with the idea of involving local
people in social development. The most important influences derive
from the third world community development movement of the 1950s
and 1960s, Western social work, and community radicalism”
Sanoff, 2000
“Community Participation Methods in Design and Planning”

3

Why ‘Community Participation’ in Heritage Management?
• Whose Heritage? Defined by Whom?
• Whose values? Whose ‘world view’ guiding?
• Preserved and Managed by Whom, for whom?
• How to sustain?

4
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Modes of ‘Community Participation’?
COMMUNITY LED OR SELF-INITIATIVES
ENABLE / EMPOWER TO TAKE INITIATIVES
ENCOURAGE INVOLVEMENT / ENSURE VOICES
INTERACT – with the community to about what & how
INFORM – the community about what is going on

5

What is our
role as
professionals?

Sherry R. Arnstein’s “A Ladder of Citizen Participation,”
Journal of the American Planning Association, Vol. 35,
No. 4, July 1969, pp. 216-224.

6
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Citizen Control

Citizen Power

Delegated
power
Partnership

Placation

Tokenism
Consultation

Informing

Non-participation
Therapy
Manipulation
Ladder of Citizen Participation
(Based on Arnstein 1969)
Originally published in 1969 in the Journal of the American Institute of
Planners, 35(4), July 1969, pp. 216-24

7

What is our
role as
professionals?

Sherry R. Arnstein’s “A Ladder of Citizen Participation,”
Journal of the American Planning Association, Vol. 35,
No. 4, July 1969, pp. 216-224.

8
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Source: Chapagain, 2012
https://jsce.com.np/files/Volume_1/6_Neel_K_Chapagain.pdf

9

Rethinking Participatory Approach
Suggests
repositioning of the professionals in
the local contexts/processes and
indigenous knowledge systems.

10
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Genuine Participatory Approach
Requires

Participation / Immersion
of the professionals or institutions
in the local contexts/processes and
indigenous knowledge systems.
11

What does participatory process mean for HED?
• Participatory processes for designing educational and
interpretive materials.
• Collaborating on creating the content.
• Deciding on the narratives (whose narrative, for whom,
and how to be presented).
• Negotiating the formats, venue or media, and
presentation.
• Evaluation and feedback.

12
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What does participatory process mean for HED?
• Recognise all possible communities and stakeholders first.
• From Values-based approach and the living heritage
approach: recognize the multiple values, dynamic contexts,
and diversity of communities.
• From theories of communication: Let communities and
groups collaborate on creating the ‘content’ or the ‘message’,
as well as in disseminating or decoding it.
• Rethink participatory approach: We must learn to
participate in the given contexts in order to try out
participatory approach of heritage education and
interpretation.

13

What does participatory process mean for HED?
• Understand who are ‘communities’ – the previous
module on ‘community rights, knowledges’ dealt with
this at length. But also recognize ‘who we are’ in relation
to the group that we expect to engage with.
• Map the ‘values’ or ‘interests’ from the communities’
point of view; but also recognize yours/ours own.
• Please keep in mind the plurality or diversity within what
we consider as community? Always communities NOT a
single community.
• Design a framework for education and interpretation
keeping at the core – the communities.
14
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What does participatory process mean for HED?
• Recognise the need for larger context as well as for
specific groups – learners or visitors.
• Design opportunities for the learners or visitors to
collaborate on the creation of the content and its
interpretation as far as possible.
• Pay attention to the medium of presentation, language
and the legibility of educational or interpretive
materials to suit the targeted audience.
• Ensure that the content and its interpretation or
presentation comply with specific cultural codes of the
group concerned.
15

What does participatory process mean for HED?
• Multi-vocality – let the users or audience or relevant
stakeholders engage in producing the content for educat
• Plan for periodic review of the educational and
interpretive materials and processes based on feedback
as well as the need of changing scenarios.
• Pay attention to the medium of presentation, language
and the legibility of educational or interpretive materials.
• Ensure that the content and its interpretation or
presentation comply with specific cultural codes of the
group concerned.
16
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Heritage Education
• Engage learners in articulating their ‘learning outcomes’ – even if just as
part of their initial sessions.
• Let the conversation begin with them, and not by your statement (this
open up the room for dialogue instead of monologue).
• Appreciate a different value system and priorities, and discuss openly
rather than prescribing a set of values to be considered.
• Promote a culture of healthy debate than just focusing on the ‘learning
by memory’. Knowledge is as good as it is for application. Skills are
useful if they eventually build a good attitude among learners. Hence,
KSA framework can be considered as a work towards higher level of
learning.
• Appreciate feedback from the learners and do incorporate them, and
acknowledge.

17

Heritage Interpretation
• Engage audience in crafting their own unique experience – by way of asking
ice-breaking questions (if an in-person interpretation) or by seeking feedback if
passive interpretation, or engaging them in an ice-breaking activitiy if it is an
engaging interpretation scenario.,
• Let the conversation begin with them, and not by your statement (this opens
up the room for dialogue instead of monologue). If it is a matter of brochure or
website, let it have room for personalizing and sharing – social medias and
digital installations are technologies that will greatly help.
• Appreciate a different value system and priorities, and acknowledge an
alternate interpretation if any. Rather than disagreeing upfront on any alternate
interpretation, please respectfully acknowledge and suggest further dialogue
and fact verifications as appropriate. If not resolved, attempt to promote mutual
respect and acknowledgement.
• Connect heritage interpretation to larger social good – SDGs are always helpful
references.
• Appreciate feedback from the learners and do incorporate them, and
acknowledge.
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Let’s reflect on our own practices…
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Technologies for Heritage Education and
Interpretation
Dr Aditya Prakash Kanth
Assistant Professor
Centre for Heritage Management
Ahmedabad University

Source: UNESCO
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• Technology for assessment and monitoring
• Technology for mapping and preservation
• Technology for users to interact with the heritage
• Self guided tours
- Start, stop, rewind at your own convenience

3

Domains of Virtual Heritage

Beng-kiang Tan, Hafizur Rahaman, 2009

4
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Virtual Reality

Source:
https://www.visitnaples.eu/en/neapoli
tanity/walk-naples/a-time-travel-tothe-ancient-pompeii-thanks-to-thevirtual-reality-pompeii-discovery

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00779-020-01373-8

5

360-degree interactive video applications

Source: https://www.dw.com/en/play-the-dw-360-app-and-explore-german-world-heritage-sites/a-47722976
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Mobile Applications
https://whc.unesco.org/en/marketplace/

7

Augmented Museums through mobile Apps

Augmented reality tool sample on Picasso’s “Guernica”

A dedicated tool within
the application activate
the camera and allows to
view multimedia and
interactive contents,
simply framing paintings
or artworks, seamlessly
integrated with the work
itself, offering a totally
immersive experience,
with critical studies and
reading keys and new
ways of fruition such as,
for example, sound and
videos in real time.

Source: http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-1336/paper3.pdf
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Geographic Information System (GIS)
A geographic information
system (GIS) is a computer
system for capturing,
storing, checking, and
displaying data related to
positions on Earth’s
surface. GIS can show
many different kinds of
data on one map, such as
streets, buildings, and
vegetation. This enables
people to more easily see,
analyze, and understand
patterns and relationships.

Source: https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/geographic-information-system-gis/

9

Free educational software
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Engaging and Collaborative Tools: World Café Method
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Structure
1. What? – Key characteristics
2. Why? – Areas of application
3. How? – Methodology
4. Application in heritage education and interpretation –
Examples
5. Further examples

3

1. What ? Key characteristics
“Art of Hosting – World Café”
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YG_6iBcyP7w
www.theworldcafe.com

4
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2. Why? – Areas of application
• In any situation that concerns building up relationships
and decision-making, and
involves community groups / individuals of diverse
backgrounds
(companies, organizations)
• Simple, effective and flexible
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhFBAni4PuU&t=15s
BUT
5

NOT APPLICABLE
• An already determined solution
• Only one-way information
• Detailed implementation plans and assignments
• In a highly polarized, explosive situation
• Less than 1.5 hour for the Café
• A group smaller than 12

6
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3. How? – Methodology
1) Set the Context
2) Create Hospitable Space
3) Explore Questions that Matter
4) Encourage Everyone’s Contribution
5) Connect Diverse Perspectives
6) Listen together for Patterns and Insights
7) Share Collective Discoveries
You can refer to:
•

“World Cafe Guidelines & Principles” www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrTKD8NpApY

•

www.theworldcafe.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Cafe-To-GoRevised.pdf?fbclid=IwAR01T1C0azsUDM7rGuJM3ZnvrFFD536mdB9cqrj3q6QTlb52NF6IGH9-4Q

7

4. Application: Examples
A. Museum of Science and Industry (MOSI), Tampa, Florida, US
• Among Board members: building up relationships; scholarships for those who
have difficult to pay entrance fees

• Among personnel: new revenue-producing programs against financial crisis
• Between personnel and (existing and potential) visitors: co-designing exhibit
experiences
• Between the Museum and the Giant Screen Theater Association, and the
Association of Science and Technology Centers: building up relationships
Brown, J., & Isaacs, D. 2005, The World Café: Shaping our futures through
conversations that matter. San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 28–30

8
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B. The monastic site of Meteora, Greece (UNESCO WHS)
Discussion among community groups representatives
Rounds of questions:
1. What does the site mean to you?
2. In your opinion, what are the key problems - challenges the site
faces today?
3. How would you like the site to be in 10 years’ time?

9

5. Further examples
• Anqa: World Café on Virtual Heritage

www.carmah.berlin/reflections/auto-draft-9
• Smart Accelerators of Cultural Heritage Entrepreneurship
(SACHE) Interreg EU program
www.interreg-central.eu/Content.Node/SACHE.html
• UNESCO on worldwide trends in media and culture at Global
Media Forum
https://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-convenes-world-cafeworldwide-trends-media-and-culture-global-media-forum

10
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Group Activity Brief

Source: UNESCO
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Framework for Evaluating Interpretive Practice
National Association for Interpretation (NAI). 2009.
Standards and Practices for Interpretive Methods;
https://www.interpnet.com/docs/BP-MethodsJan09.pdf
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Colonial Williamsburg
• On-site enacted
interpretive programmes
• Please watch:
https://www.colonialwilliamsbur
g.org/eventscalendar/?experiences=placesto-visit&type=sites&date=today

16
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rn8GiXvqSy0
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Designing ‘experiences’ for the visitors:
Linking Heritage and Business
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Aim
Introduce ‘the experience model’ from business
to heritage.
Why?
• successful in a wide range of business industries
(entertainment, tourism…)
• successful in unstable environments (of crises)

3

Questions – Structure
1. What is experience
2. Designing a visit as an experience –
Methodology: The Acropolis Museum and Site,
Athens

4

2
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1. What is an experience
A strong personal, emotional, and memorable
connection
that a company/organization develops with its
customer
→ increased customer loyalty
Consists of different services, interlinked in a
unified context and with unified objectives.
5

The basic principle

commodity → good →
service → experience
E.g. grapes → a bottle of wine →
a glass of wine at a restaurant → a glass of wine during a live music event or at an exclusive club

6
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2. Designing a visit as an experience – Methodology:
the Acropolis Museum, Athens
Advertising spots:
a) addressing international visitors:
Visit Greece: You in Athens:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=znn3LmP-7Bw
b) addressing local visitors:
Greece, a part of our soul – the Acropolis Museum:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vdtTVeV5O4
7

2.1. Designing experience as a theatrical play
a) Stage
-the internal space (museum building)
-the external-surrounding space (the Acropolis site)
+the digital space
b) Actors
Main actors: exhibits, including:
-those in the Museum
-those in the surrounding space
-the ‘expatriated’ ones, i.e. those in the British Museum
Secondary actors: museum personnel
c) Backstage: e.g. excavation, restoration
d) Audience: the visitors
e) Script / the delivery process: café, food, educational programs

8
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• Experiences that address all visitors:
exhibits, café, food
• Experiences that address each individual
visitor group: educational programs, Lego
area, study area

9

2.2. Designing ‘experience’ as a journey
In every contact of the visitor with the place:
Before the visit:
- website: virtual tour
- providing information to generate anticipation
During the visit: arrival, parking, visit, departure
After the visit: souvenir, offers, newsletter, competitions

10
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2.3. Connecting different
venues of experience into a single, broader venue-destination
Historical centre of Athens:
the Acropolis Museum, the Acropolis site,
contemporary culture, food, accommodation,
nightlife

11

References
On the experience model: Gilmore, J. & Pine, J. 1999. The Experience Economy:
Work is Theatre & Every Business a Stage, Boston.
On the application of the experience model to heritage places: Acropolis
1) Advertising spots
-addressing international visitors: Greek National Tourism Organization
2010, Visit Greece: You in Athens, www.youtube.com/watch?v=znn3LmP-7Bw
-addressing local visitors: Alliance for Greece 2010. Greece, a part of our
soul – the Acropolis Museum, www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vdtTVeV5O4
2) Semiotic analysis of the advertising spots:
Poulios I. & Senteri E. 2015, Branding Athens at a Time of Crisis: A Semiotic
Analysis of the Current Tourism Campaign of the Historic City,
www.academia.edu/26736215/
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3) The experience model in connection to the advertising spots, with a focus on
the methodology:
Poulios I., Nastou D. & Kourgiannidis E. 2015, Bridging the Distance between
Heritage Conservation and Business Management: Heritage as a Customer
‘Experience’ – A Case Study of the Acropolis Museum in Athens,
www.academia.edu/26718849
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Heritage Walk as an Educational and Interpretive tool

Source: UNESCO
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Heritage Walks
A medium for a group of people (locals or visitors)
to explore; interpret; and engage with the
‘heritage’ of a particular context by interacting
with people and place.

3

Heritage Walks
Thematic Walks:
o

Food

o

Crafts

o

Monuments

o

Modern Architectural Heritage

o

Traditional Markets

o

Nature Trails, and many more

4
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Heritage Walks
Some of the Types (based on the medium):
o

Guided Walks

o

Audio Walks

o

Mobile apps

o

Virtual Walks

5

Heritage Walks
Opportunities for Participatory Approach in Heritage
Education and Interpretation for both visitors and local
communities

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cultural Diversity
Plurality of values
Ownership
Respect
Collaboration
Experiential Learning

6
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Heritage Walks
Some Potential Issues:
o Role and responsibility of the Interpreter
o Positioning of Interpreter: Outsider
o Agenda of the Narrative
o Inclusion-Exclusion
o Top-down vs Participatory approach
o Participation on different stages: planning to implementation and promotion
o Heritage from interpreter’s view versus communities’ view

7

The Ahmedabad Experience

FOOD WALK
Source: Sukrit Sen, Alumni,
Master of Heritage Management,
Ahmedabad University

8
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The Ahmedabad Experience

MONUMENTS WALK
Source: Saif Siddiqui, Alumni,
Master of Heritage Management,
Ahmedabad University

9

Heritage Walks

Heritage Walk as an end-goal or a starting point?

10
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The Ahmedabad Experience

CRAFT HERITAGE WALK OF
AHMEDABAD
Source: Vijay Ramchandani

11

The Ahmedabad Experience

FROM
CRAFT HERITAGE
WALK OF
AHMEDABAD
TO
NEIGHBOURHOOD
HERITAGE FESTIVAL
Source: Vijay Ramchandani

12
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The Ahmedabad Experience

Source: Vijay Ramchandani
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Using Competence Framework for Designing
Education and Capacity Building Programmes
on Heritage Management

Source: UNESCO
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Source: UNESCO

3

Source: UNESCO
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Professional
Competency

Graduates from the Programme: Heritage Management
Professionals

Programme Level
Objectives

Programme

Course Level Objectives

Course 2
etc.

Course 1

Course Learning
Outcomes

LO 1

LO 2

LO 3

Learning Evaluation

Assessment
1

Assessment
2

Assessment
3

Pedagogy

Teaching and Learning Activities
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3

